HARBOR LEVEL DIRECTIONS FROM HOTEL LOBBY TO SEAPORT WTC VIA SEAPORT BOULEVARD: Walk through Hotel Lobby towards Tamo Lounge, past Aura Restaurant (on Left) and Tamo Lounge (on Right). After the Bakery Café exit the hotel, crossing the street to enter the World Trade Center. Upon entering the World Trade Center, please take escalators on the right up one level. At the top of the escalator, exit the doors and turn left. Please proceed to your right down the Boulevard of Flags to the main entrance of the World Trade Center. Once inside, signage is available to direct you to each ballroom.

PLAZA LEVEL DIRECTIONS FROM HOTEL LOBBY TO SEAPORT WTC VIA PLAZA LEVEL: Take the main hotel elevators up to the Plaza (P) Level. Exit out the revolving doors and take a right. Continue down the Boulevard of Flags to the main entrance of the World Trade Center. Once inside, signage is available to direct you to each ballroom.

DIRECTIONS TO THE BCEC VIA PLAZA LEVEL: Take the main hotel elevators up to the Plaza (P) Level. Exit out the revolving doors and take a left. The BCEC will be directly in front of you at the end of the bridge. Please note that you will need to cross Summer Street at the traffic light.

DIRECTIONS TO COMMONWEALTH HALL/COMMONWEALTH COMPLEX: Walk through Hotel Lobby towards Tamo Lounge, past Aura Restaurant (on Left) and Tamo Lounge (on Right). After the Bakery Café exit the hotel, crossing the street to enter the World Trade Center. Commonwealth Hall is located right inside the main entrance.

DIRECTIONS TO LIGHTHOUSE I AND II From Hotel Lobby: To access Lighthouse I and II, walk through Hotel Lobby towards Tamo Lounge, past Aura Restaurant (on Left) and Tamo Lounge (on Right). At the Bakery Café, please take the escalators up one level. At the top of the escalator proceed straight ahead directly into Lighthouse II. You can access the main ballroom Lighthouse I from the stairs or elevator in Lighthouse II. You can also access Lighthouse I by taking the second set of escalators on the Mezzanine level to the Plaza level. Turn left at the top of the escalator and exit the doors crossing the street into Lighthouse I.

DIRECTIONS TO ACTION KITCHEN From Hotel Lobby: Walk through Hotel Lobby towards Tamo Lounge, past Aura Restaurant (on Left) and Tamo Lounge (on Right). After the Bakery Café exit the hotel and take a left. Walk past the garage entrance and take a left at the Boston Private Bank and Trust office. The entrance to the Action Kitchen will be ahead on the left, through the revolving door.